One in Humanity
Two-part and Piano* with optional Percussion**

Words and Music by
Bryan Sharpe

With bright energy \( \text{\textdagger} = \text{ca. 96} \)
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\( \text{\textdagger} \) With bright energy

Duration: approx. 2:30
*Also available: Accompaniment/Performance Pack (99/4051H).
**Percussion part (Congas and Shakers) is available as a free download. Visit www.lorenz.com, search for “15/3769H”, and click on the item image.
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The same sun rises on us all.

We're spinning on the same big ball. No matter where you are, we are matter where you are, we are.
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We are one in humanity. We are one in humanity.

We are one in humanity. We are one in humanity.

Each of us living to spread

Each of us living to spread
love, we are one in humanity.

The love, we are one in humanity.

same sun rises on us all. We're spinning on the same big ball. No

We're spinning on the same big ball.

mat ter where you are, we are one!

We are

No matter where you are, we are one.
one, we are one! We are one!

One, we are one!

Each of us living to spread love, we are one in hu-